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In order to gain results
from any form of
networking, you have
to take action and
show up.



The first thing that you
want to do at Hour
League™ , is review the
calendar of events. 

You can find this in your
portal, email or the Hour
League™  Facebook Group.



time to take action to make
sh*t happen!
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Pick the time(s) that work
for your schedule and add it
into your calendar with the
link.

You can find the Zoom links for events in
your portal, email or the Hour League™ 
Facebook Group (in the events tab).



OUR RECOMMENDATION
We recommend starting with one or
two events per month in order to form
the habit.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE
Maybe you want to attend one Power Hour
co-working session every month and one
Roundtable Networking event every month. Or
maybe you want to start off with a
Brainstorming Session.



Start attending those
chosen events to set
yourself up for success and
consistency. 

This allows you to create
intentional habits to maximize
your efforts. Remember, this is
an hour for you to build
connections and get results. 



PLEASE NOTE
These are simply SUGGESTIONS.

You can ABSOLUTELY attend as
many events as you want and as often
as you want.

Recommendations are delivered purely to
help make attending any of our Hour
League™  events achievable. 



Remove the pressure of
having to add more things
to your to-do list and
integrate this into your
schedule with ease to
maximize results without
ever feeling
overwhelmed!



Remember, networking can be done
in several ways. 

Please review "The
Network Your Way
Blueprint" for guidance. 



Our Founder prefers unconventional
networking with a twist and is
introverted. There are always options
to find what works for you.

Struggling with finding time for
this? 

You want to form the habit, so start
slow and don't overwhelm yourself. 

We have over 65 virtual events every
month and growing. 

Even ONE HOUR per month can positively
impact your business!



the recap
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The first step to getting results
from any virtual event is to make
sure you show up.

This is a resource for you. Events are only
one hour. You can attend on your terms as
often as you want. 

Start slow (if you want) and build your way up and
please do what works best for you!



TAKE ACTION
step one
Go to the Hour League™  calendar.

step two
Pick the events that work for you.

step three
Add them to your calendar.



see you soon!
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